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The need for foreign talent has been a constant in the workforce for decades. However, the process of securing 
work authorization in the U.S. has historically suffered from a lack of transparency and efficiency. 

Companies that hire foreign-born talent lacked access to modern tools and technologies and as a result, the immigration process was 
very manual, time consuming and paper-driven—and thus opaque. 

Human resources teams had to fax or mail important documents and paperwork between foreign nationals and their immigration  
counsel. Expiration dates and tasks could only be tracked manually or in spreadsheets and were prone to being missed. Cases moved 
forward slowly and unexpected questions or mistakes during the process could create even further delays as HR professionals fielded 
calls and emails from employees and immigration attorneys. For teams tasked with managing immigration, the application process  
quickly became reactive, onerous and altogether inefficient.

The Evolution of  
Immigration Technology

As businesses compete and focus on 
growth, reliance on the HR team  
intensified among leading organizations.  
Employers needed to secure skilled  
talent as fast and as accurately as  
possible. A streamlined immigration  
program that offers an anxiety-free  
experience for those going through it 
can be a strategic differentiator for  
talent acquisition, creating a distinct  
experience for the candidates used to 
the traditional processes.

Employers who choose to incorporate these 
types of innovative technologies are  
seeing an accelerated return on invest-
ment in their immigration programs. HR 
teams save time and resources which can 
be allocated to other initiatives, employees 
gain valuable insight into their case status 
providing peace of mind and leaders are 
able to proactively mitigate organizational 
risks. 

Leading companies today have effectively 
addressed these challenges through the 
use of technology. By adopting features 
including auto-populated forms, budgeting 
and forecasting tools, real-time  
collaboration, secure document storage and 
compliance monitoring, employers are in 
turn creating scalable efficiencies in the  
immigration process.
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Case Milestones & Timelines  
Transparency into case timelines has traditionally been limited, but tech-
nology has made it possible for HR teams to track all their immigration 
cases and corresponding deadlines and milestones in one centralized 
system. Leading immigration service providers offer client-facing portals 
where users can easily identify deadlines to submit visa applications and 
supporting documentation. 

This technology also automatically prioritizes cases based on upcoming 
expiration dates, high priority case types and by start dates, and provides 
quick and intuitive visibility into each case’s status with granular  
milestones and any pending action times. Plus, using technology that  
allows employees to log in and see their status or notifications on their 
visas anytime helps take the pressure off HR.

Visa-Specific Dashboards  
Some immigration technology even allows users to deep-dive into 
specific visa types that may require more hands-on management, such 
as the H-1B. Dashboards within a platform allow administrative users to 
easily track what status cases are in and which require immediate  
attention. These dashboards also help HR teams set clear expectations 
with employees upfront by offering detailed descriptions and timelines 
for the process. 
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Gain Transparency into the  
Immigration Process

Gaining transparency into the immigration process is more than just knowing where an open visa petition stands in 
the process and what next steps you may need to take—it’s about empowering employees to have access to this 
information themselves. Visa applicants have a lot at stake and want to know that their employer and legal team care 
about what they are going through. Technology can provide both HR teams and foreign nationals with real-time  
updates on visa and green card cases, proactive cues to keep cases moving and offer prescriptive insight into what 
may be slowing the process down, ensuring an optimal and inclusive process.

Benefit #1:
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Communication Centers (Employee Enablement)  
Gone are the days of conducting all communication over email. Leading immigration technologies today have intuitive  
communication platforms that enable all stakeholders to collaborate through a single medium. Giving foreign national  
employees the ability to interact directly and securely with their immigration counsel gives them peace of mind as well as 
much-desired transparency into the work authorization process. This type of feature also keeps HR from having to play the 
middleman between the attorneys and employees. Some immigration technology providers even offer customization within 
their communication centers to allow for different permissions, HR oversight of employee messages and more.   

Gain Transparency into the  
Immigration Process

Benefit #1:
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Immigration historically has been a time-consuming process, as applying for a visa required numerous pieces of often 
redundant paperwork and documentation. Technology can help automate some of the most tedious tasks involved in 
the process, including data entry, form management and legal review, creating massive time-savings for HR teams.

Time-Savings for Immigration Teams

Automated Questionnaires  
HR teams handling immigration have traditionally completed question-
naires manually, a process that can be tedious and prone to error.  
Automated questionnaires save time for HR teams and employees alike by 
retrieving information automatically from previous cases, user and  
company profiles and job description libraries to eliminate redundant data 
entry and minimize the risk of clerical errors that could delay submission. 
Forms that may have taken a human user hours to fill out manually can now 
be completed in a fraction of the time.

Intelligent Case Management  
Technology can help HR professionals automatically prioritize cases based 
on expiration dates, start dates or deadlines without having to ask their 
attorney or manage these dates in an excel spreadsheet. Teams can then 
quickly identify next steps for each case. Intelligent case management is 
often paired with automated questionnaires to help users auto-populate 
information on employees, job positions or company divisions that are 
already in the system. These tools also minimize administrative burden on 
HR by delegating appropriate tasks to the hiring manager and sponsored 
employees.

Benefit #2:
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PERM Recruitment Automation  
Like many other aspects of employment-based immigration, HR teams 
have traditionally managed every aspect of the green card process  
manually. However, modern immigration case management platforms can 
now automate the entire recruitment workflow in one centralized location. 
Ads are drafted, posted and monitored in order to demonstrate  
compliance, entirely from the case management workflow, and applicants 
are collected and tracked in a single location. Submitted applications are 
then pre-screened with vetted questions to reduce the number that require  
manual review and processed through a workflow that ensures all  
regulatory requirements for documentation are met. Using technology to 
manage the process also ensures compliance by managing and recording 
all activities under one platform with attorney supervision. 

Talent Screening  
Leading immigration technology providers integrate with recruiter efforts 
by offering tools to help easily determine whether prospective candidates 
are eligible for a work visa pre-hire. Recruiters can then manage the  
resulting prospective candidate pipeline in a scalable and actionable  
interface. These tools often integrate with existing immigration case  
management platforms, and allow users to quickly open a case to  
proactively start the visa application process when a job offer is accepted. 
Talent screening bridges the gap between recruitment and onboarding of  
employees that require visa sponsorship, reducing the overall time-to-hire.

Time-Savings for Immigration TeamsBenefit #2:
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Job Info Manager  
Many compliance management tools also include job information  
management tools built to monitor any changes to an employee’s job  
information, such as location, salary or title. These audits are done by  
periodically contacting employees or hiring managers for validation or 
through direct integration with the company’s HRIS system to double-
check if any of the employee’s information has changed. Each audit  
automatically triggers legal review when any data reported is different from 
the information contained in their latest visa petition to determine if an 
amendment is required, keeping potential compliance issues from slipping 
through the cracks.

Compliance Management Tools  
Some immigration case management platforms come with added  
compliance features. These tools help HR teams centrally manage all  
required documentation, such as Public Access Files, on secure cloud-
based servers so users can pull information whenever and wherever with 
assurance that sensitive information is protected. Compliance  
management tools also proactively alert users if an employee’s information 
may need to be audited or if an amendment will be required.  

Job Info ManagerPAF ManagerOverviewCompliance

All My Employees Create
3 3

Search for an employee or case

Stay compliant with government standards by monitoring your 
employee files and information. This tool lets you run audits on 
your own workforce to make sure you have everything in case 
of a government audit.

24employees currently flagged

Public Access Files

Job Information

Job info audit completed on Jan 1, 2019 Run new audit

ExportEmployees Requiring Action

Employee

Sarab Mann H-1B Complete Public Access File

View Assessment
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Shinu Panikkar TN

Zackary Kemp H-1B Complete Public Access File

Chris Green F1 Complete Public Access File

Cedric LeMay H-1B Open amendment case

Eva Tzon TN Complete Public Access File

Current visa

Open amendment case

Complete Public Access File

Software Engineer

Senior Quality Engineer

Application Support Engineer

Software Engineer II

Senior Software Engineer

Statistical Analyst

Job title

GlobalTech

GlobalTech

GlobalTech

GlobalTech

GlobalTech

GlobalTech

Division Action needed

Job Info ManagerPAF ManagerOverviewCompliance
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All My Employees Create
3 3

Search for an employee or case

Search employees… AAll B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Samson Blevins Software EngineerH-1B

Sarab Mann Principal Quantitative AnalystH-1B Amendment required

Eray Rajput Quantitative AnalystH-1B

Sidney O'Neill Sr AnalystH-1B Amendment required View Assessment

View Assessment

View Assessment

View Assessment

Steven Pestka Sr Software EngineerH-1B Amendment required

Maura Kitahachi Data ScientistH-1B Job info changed - No amendment required

Verified

Ma Shi Data ScientistH-1B Amendment opened

Verified

Eva Tzon Business AnalystH-1B Verified

Employee Job titleVisa type Status

Job Info Manager Job info audit completed on Jan 1, 2019 Run new audit

Enable Proactive Risk Management
In today’s regulatory environment, compliance with federal immigration laws is critical to prevent costly audits or other 
government action that may impact foreign hiring. By providing a full employee census of an organization’s sponsored 
workforce, technology with built-in compliance tools eliminates the need for file cabinets full of paper documents or 
manually updated spreadsheets and enables organizations to troubleshoot compliance issues proactively.

Benefit #3:
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Forecast Your Immigration Needs
Immigration has typically been a reactive process, and with most work done manually, it can be hard for HR teams to 
forecast their future immigration needs and the costs associated with them. Teams were previously forced to rely on 
piecemeal outputs of data from their immigration law firm or their own spreadsheets. With the help of technology, it’s 
now easier for HR teams to visualize and extract relevant and valuable insights about their immigration program 
in real-time.

Workforce Planner 
Now, technology offers more than just immigration case management; HR teams can manage their entire foreign national 
workforce within one platform. Workforce planning tools serve as a command center that helps HR teams understand the 
needs of their foreign national population and distribute tasks that need completing. These augmented platforms give  
users a comprehensive view into current and future immigration needs, such as renewals, green card eligibility,  
upcoming H-1B cap cases and more. Users can also set up notifications and tasks to alert relevant stakeholders. 

Cases to Open Employees with VisasWorkforce Planner

124 total employeesCard view List view Export

Janet Jones

Visa status

F-1

Expiration

4/2/2019

Robert Astitouh

Visa status

F-1

Expiration

11/1/2023

Charlie Clark

Visa status

Green Card

Expiration

12/14/2027

Qin Hua

Visa status

H-1B

Expiration

12/24/2021

Nadia Yegorovna

Visa status

H-1B

Expiration

9/12/2019

Charlotte Peters

Visa status

None

Expiration

None

Mura Kitahachi

Visa status

H-1B

Expiration

4/19/2019

Jyoti Gazdar

Visa status

H-1B

Expiration

3/14/2019

Mok Do-Yeon

Visa status

TN

Expiration

2/1/2020

Steven Pestka

Visa status

Canada Work Permit

Expiration

None

Chris Green

Visa status

H-1B

Expiration

12/15/2020

Cho Mi-Ryung

Visa status

H-1B Extension

Expiration

5/1/2020

All My Employees Create
3 3

Search for an employee or case

AAll B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Benefit #4:
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Forecast Your Immigration Needs

Analytics tools enable easy visualization and reporting on immigration programs by demographic characteristics, including 
visa, visa status, country of citizenship and current employment location. They also allow users to compare immigration spend 
across different areas of a business (division, cost center, department, etc.) and slice that data by both visa type and fee type. 
Companies can also easily analyze historical case outcomes across RFE and approval rates. With this data in hand, it is now 
even easier to identify gaps in the program or where spend could be optimized. 

Reporting & Analytics   
Leading immigration service providers today have leveraged centralized platforms to easily  
collect, organize and analyze the data needed to forecast and assess their immigration needs. 

Benefit #4:

ActionsCasesEmployees Spend ForecastingAnalytics

GlobalTech Create
3 3

Search for an employee or case

Total Active Cases
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Employees w/ Active Cases
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Location

U.S.
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Groups

All
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I-140 23
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0 10025 50 75
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Jayvon Larson Global Tech Recruitment

Employee name Division Case OpenedCase

Lyla Bowers Global Tech H-1B Refile

Info Gathered Forms & Letters Drafted Forms & Letters Approved Ready to Send

Anooplok Goratah Global Tech Canada Work Permit

Amrit Viswan Global Tech H-1B Refile

Washida Ashkani Global Tech H-1B Extension

Cortez Duran Global Tech Recruitment

Chandana Sistla Global Tech H-1B Refile

Reuben Gottesdiener Global Tech Canada Work Permit

View a summary of your Cases in Progress Get a sense for how your Filed Casesare doing
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Manage Immigration Programs  
Whenever, Wherever

Benefit #5:

Technology has made remote work a reality for much of the global workforce, and immigration can now be managed 
from anywhere thanks to advances in technology. A centralized immigration platform allows HR professionals and  
foreign nationals to access and submit information securely and collaborate from anywhere in the world, reducing 
mailing delays and ensuring compliance.

Centralized Document Storage  
The age of storing sensitive employee information in file cabinets is gone. Immigration program  
managers at leading companies today use software to securely store employee info in cloud-based 
servers, making access quick and orderly. This not only saves time for HR teams and their employees, 
but also ensures that companies stay in compliance in the event of an audit.

Mobile Apps  
As more companies begin managing their immigration programs through online platforms, it is all the 
more critical to be able to do so on any device. Most immigration technology providers offer mobile 
applications that work in conjunction with their platform and enable both employees and HR to check-
in on case statuses, communicate with attorneys, and upload or manage important documents.

Electronic LCA Posting  
The LCA, or Labor Condition Application, has always traditionally been posted in print and in-person, 
placed on a company intranet or sent out via a company newsletter. However, as the push for digitiza-
tion continues and remote access becomes more important, electronic posting is becoming the new 
standard. Not only does it give HR teams the ability to digitize the entire process, but it also ensures 
compliance throughout. Leading immigration technology providers now offer electronic LCA  
posting tools that can manage the entire posting process for companies, such as tracking each  
posting, ensuring it is listed for the correct duration and more. This keeps HR users from having to 
conduct this process manually and remembering to follow all the required steps. 
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Conclusion 

The landscape for employment-based immigration has changed significantly over the past decade. 
However, the demand for high-skilled foreign talent persists, especially as companies continue to  
embrace digitization and STEM skills remain difficult to find domestically.

Leading companies, start-ups and unicorns alike have succeeded in creating strong foreign talent 
pipelines by adopting cutting-edge technology that has fully transformed their immigration programs 
from reactive to proactive. In today’s competitive environment, a streamlined immigration program that 
delivers on employee experience is also a must-have, and technology, as we described, plays a huge 
role in reducing foreign national anxiety. 

Investing in an immigration program is an investment in long-term organizational returns. A solid  
strategy for sourcing talent can ultimately help HR and talent acquisition teams do their jobs more  
effectively, and immigration technology can accelerate the time it takes to see a return on this  
investment. The right technology can not only save companies time and resources, but also help them 
establish a program that is a strategic driver for growth in the competitive talent economy.
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About Envoy
Founded in 1998, Envoy is a global immigration service provider offering the only immigration management 
platform that makes it seamless for companies to hire and manage an international workforce. We combine 
expert legal representation and proprietary technology to bring efficiency and transparency to the  
immigration process for employers and employees. 

Envoy’s platform features include auto-populated forms, budgeting and forecasting tools, real-time  
collaboration between HR, attorneys, hiring managers and the employees being sponsored, secure  
document storage as well as compliance monitoring. These technologies offer scalable efficiencies in the 
immigraiton process and a better experience for all involved.

Through our platform and services, we empower companies to acquire the best talent regardless of where 
they live, manage their entire global workforce and enable employees to take advantage of business  
opportunities around the globe. Envoy serves over 1,000 customers ranging from fast-growth startups to 
Fortune 50 corporations.

If you’re interested in learning more about how our technology can help you more efficiently manage  
immigration processes at your organization, contact us today for a demonstration.

Content in this publication is not intended as legal advice, nor should it be relied on as such. For additional 
information on the issues discussed, consult an Envoy-affiliated attorney or another qualified professional.
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